The catalog accompanying the MARIO BELLINI: DESIGNER exhibition at The Museum of Modern Art surveys the career of this influential Italian designer. Written by Cara McCarty, assistant curator in the Department of Architecture and Design, the publication is fully illustrated with selections of Bellini's most innovative and accomplished designs.

The catalog is divided into two groups—industrial design and furniture—presented chronologically. Describing the evolution of Bellini's designs, Ms. McCarty's essay discusses more than fifty products. Photographs of product details and working models illustrate design concepts and molding processes. A brief biography of the designer and a complete checklist of works in the exhibition are included.

Published by The Museum of Modern Art, Mario Bellini: Designer contains eight color and approximately 100 black-and-white illustrations, many enlarged to the size of a full page. The eighty-page catalog is available in the Museum Store for $10.00.
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